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ABOUT THE BOOK 
 

The book is titled as ‘Cases in Management’. The authors of this book have been 

teaching the Management Students for the last 25 years in different Management 

Institutes. It was observed that the Management students are very weak in 

analyzing the incidents and the Cases. The authors do not want to blame the 

students for this only because there was no exposure to them about the problems, 

the organizations are facing.  The students have never faced them and therefore 

they are not able to find out the solution of the problems. 

 

Though, Case Study is a full-fledged course of the management syllabus to the 

best of our knowledge, there is no good book written by an Indian author on Case 

Analysis. The students are therefore groping in the dark. A model of SWOT 

analysis is recommended but the Management students do not know how to 

identify the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT). Our 

observation of the management students is that they simply repeat the content of 

the case and/or write the answers of the questions given at the end of the case. 

This misunderstanding is to be removed forthwith. 

 

In a case study, the trainers’ or teachers’ role is minor. It is for the group of 5-6 

students who should sit together and find out the problem of the case and to 

suggest the immediate and the permanent solutions of the case. With due regards 

to faculty of Management, the authors observed that they do not give much 

emphasis on the Methodology of case analysis and let the students find out the 

problem/s of the case and suggest the way how to write the case analysis. 

 

Since Dr. Deshpande have been teaching the course for the last ten years, he 

thought that he should develop a model of case analysis which would be easy to 

understand, he therefore, took up this challenge. The matter of the book is divided 

into three parts. The first one is the Introduction to the length and the breadth of 

the case and the incidents. The first two chapters cover this. The third chapter is 

about, the Models of case analysis, the SWOT or WHATs UP model and also the 

Model designed by Dr. Deshpande for the management students. The fourth 

chapter consists of ten case, some of them are Incidents. Some are long cases, 

covering about three to four pages. He could see the plight of the students and 

therefore, developed a step by step model for writing the case. 

 



The fifth chapter covers the analysis of the ten cases written in the fourth chapter. 

This is based on actual practice given to the students by using a flip Chart Board. 

The initial 20 minutes are spent in describing the problem of the case and then 

write the final case analysis. Actually, this is a small group activity. Dr. 

Deshpande took his postgraduate students of Psychology of the University of 

Pune to IIM, Ahmedabad and asked them to see how the students analyze the case 

and discuss it. The next day the students are expected to present in the class and 

the other students offer their comments. The comments are taken into 

consideration and the case analysis is revised .The whole process proved to be an 

eye-opener for the Psychology students. 

 

When the authors were teaching the students of Sinhgad Institute of Management 

(SIOM), they have given a trial of this model and   could see that the students did 

not have any difficulty to grasp the model and the students could promptly solve 

the case. The students should be on their own to solve the case and also write its 

analysis. The students followed the steps which are recommended for the use of 

the model. The authors were impressed by the students’ performance which gave 

them an inspiration to follow the model. 

 

This prompted the authors to help the students by writing a book on case analysis 

which was a necessity for the students of management. This was the second part 

of the book. 

 

In order to test whether the students can follow the model the authors have given 

10 cases in the third part of the book. The Pune unit of TELCO arranged a 

programme of case analysis in a small hill resort for their managerial staff. Dr. 

Deshpande taught them this model and asked them to solve the cases which they 

brought from their organization. He got a good feedback from the Managers of 

TELCO and after the programme was over, they requested him to associate with 

their training unit. He accepted their offer. It did not stop here. They requested 

him to have the programs on Case Analysis and Management Games at Chennai 

and Bangalore. He conducted about 5 programs there.  

 

This gave Dr. Deshpande another boost. He has written a case titled “Cry of the 

dead body and presented it in a conference of IIPA for which he got an award.    
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